
Emmanuel Holcombe Music objectives KS2 

Key Stage 2  
 Pupils should be taught to sing and play musically with increasing confidence and control.  
 They should develop an understanding of musical composition, organising and  
 manipulating ideas within musical structures and reproducing sounds from aural 
memory.  
Pupils should be taught to:  
 play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical  
 instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression  
 improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related  
 dimensions of music  
 listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory  
 use and understand staff and other musical notations  
 appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn  
 from different traditions and from great composers and musicians  
 develop an understanding of the history of music.  
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Years 5 
and 6   

1. Listen with increasing concentration to a variety of music from different styles, traditions 
and times, and begin to place the music in its historical context. Start to recognise / identify 
different style indicators and different instruments used.  

2. When listening to this music, find and internalise the pulse using movement.   
3. Continue to use correct musical language to describe the music you are listening to and your 

feelings towards it.  
4. Listen, with respect, to other people’s ideas and feelings towards the music you have 

listened to.  
5. Discuss other dimensions of music and how they fit into the music you are listening to.  
 
 
1. Listen with concentration to a variety of music from different styles, traditions and times 
and place the music in its historical context. Securely / confidently recognise / identify 
different style indicators and different instruments and their sounds.  
2. When listening to the music, find and internalise the pulse using movement.   
3. Use correct musical language to describe the music you are listening to and your feelings 
towards it.  
4. Listen, comment on and discuss with confidence, ideas together as a group.  
5. Appropriately and confidently discuss other dimensions of music and how they fit into the 
music you are listening to.  
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Years 3 
and 4  

 

1. Find and internalise the pulse through body movement.  
2. Build on the understanding that pulse is the foundation of music upon which all the other 

dimensions are built.  
3. Understand that:  

○ Pulse is the heartbeat of music, a steady beat that never stops.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Years 5 
and 6 

 

○ Rhythm is long and short sounds that happen over that steady beat, the pulse. Learn this 
by copying until confidence is built, then reproduce sounds from an increasing aural 
memory.  

○ Pitch is high and low sounds and when added to pulse and rhythm, working together a 
song is created. Continue to demonstrate an understanding of the differences between 
pulse, rhythm and pitch.  

4. Progress from keeping a steady pulse to clapping a rhythm; improvising a rhythm; using 
pitch; improvising using the voice.  

 
 

 1. Find and internalise the pulse securely with confidence and ease.  
2. Understand and demonstrate, verbally and physically, that pulse is the foundation upon 
which all other dimensions are built. Maintain a strong sense of pulse and recognise when you 
are going out of time.  
3. Know, understand and demonstrate how pulse and rhythm work together and that:  
○ Pulse is the heartbeat of music, a steady beat that never stops.  
○ Rhythm is long and short sounds that happen over that steady beat, the pulse. Confidently 
recognise / identify rhythmic patterns found in speech and general topics. Confidently clap and 
improvise rhythmic patterns.  
○ Demonstrate how pitch works. Demonstrate how pulse, rhythm and pitch work together to  
create a song.  
○ Pulse is the heartbeat of music, a steady beat that never stops.  
○ Rhythm is long and short sounds that happen over that steady beat, the pulse (therefore 
rhythm changes and pulse stays the same).   
4. Build on and progress from, keeping a steady pulse to clapping a more complex rhythm; 
improvising a rhythm and, using pitch, improvise using the voice and tuned percussion.  
 

Singing  
Years 3 
and 4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Years 5 
and 6  

1. Understand the importance of, and the reason why we warm up our voices, the importance 
of good posture, breathing in phrases (sentences) and projecting our voices.   
2. Sing songs and melodies and start to consider how the melody and words should be 
interpreted.   
3. Sing in tune within a limited pitch range, and perform with a stronger / more secure sense 
of pulse and rhythm, remembering to control breathing.  
4. Join in and stop as appropriate.  Follow the leader / conductor confidently to alter dynamics 
and tempo.  
 
 

 1. Sing in an ensemble with the aim of producing a round sound, clear diction, control of pitch 
and a musical understanding of how parts fit together.  
2. Understand the importance of warming up our voices, good posture, breathing and 
projecting voices. Sing together with confidence, with increasingly difficult melody and words, 
sometimes in two parts.  
3. Have a greater understanding of melody, words and their importance and how to interpret 
a song musically.  
4. Sing within an appropriate vocal range with clear diction, mostly accurate tuning, control of 
breathing and appropriate tone.  
5. Understand the workings of an ensemble / choir, how everything fits together. Follow the 
leader /conductor and have a chance to be the leader / conductor - stopping and starting the 
group. Sing confidently and fluently, maintaining an appropriate pulse. Suggest, follow and 
lead simple performance directions. Demonstrate musical quality. Maintain an independent 
part in a small group.  
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Years 5 
and 6 

1. Continue to explore and create music using classroom percussion, tuned and un-tuned, to 
play melodies, tunes and accompaniments, and to improvise and compose.   
2. Continue to play and move between differentiated parts with a sound-before-symbol 
approach.  
3. Continue to experience playing together in a band or ensemble. Join in and stop as 
appropriate. Start to respond to musical cues such as starting and stopping. Learn how to 
follow a leader / conductor.  
4. Learn to treat each instrument with respect and use the correct techniques to play them.  
5. Begin to recognise / identify and musically demonstrate awareness of a link 
between shape and pitch graphic notations. Build on understanding the basics and 
foundations of formal notation.  
 
 

 1. Continue to use instruments if appropriate, to play melodies, tunes and 
accompaniments and to improvise and compose.  
2. Play differentiated parts with a sound-before-symbol approach or using the notated 
scores.   
3. Play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, playing musical instruments with 
increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression and maintaining an appropriate pulse. 
Demonstrate musical quality eg clear starts, ends of pieces / phrases, technical accuracy etc. 
Maintain an independent part in a small group.  
4. Continue to treat each instrument with respect and use the correct techniques to play 
them.  
5. Continue to develop the reading and begin to record using formal notation.  
 

Composit
ion  
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and 4  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Years 5 
and 6  

1. Begin to create your own more complex tunes and melodies within the context of the song 
that is being learnt. Start to choose, combine and organise patterns and musical ideas within 
musical structures, and do this with understanding as part of a group or with your whole class.  
2. Continue with a differentiated approach, composing using two notes, increasing to three 
notes and beyond if required.  
3. Record the composition in any way that is appropriate - using graphic / pictorial notation, 
using ICT, video or with formal notation.  
4. Musically demonstrate increased understanding and use of the interrelated dimensions of 
music as appropriate within this context eg getting louder (dynamics), softer (dynamics), 
higher (pitch), lower (pitch), faster (tempo), slower (tempo). Describe the quality of sounds 
and how they are made (timbre).  
5. Begin to recognise and musically demonstrate awareness of a link between shape and pitch 
using graphic notations and basic formal notation.  
 
 

 1. Confidently create your own melodies within the context of the song that is being learnt. 
Start to choose, combine and organise patterns and musical ideas within musical structures 
and do this with understanding.  
2. Move beyond composing using two notes, increasing to three notes then five if appropriate  
3. Use voice, sounds, technology and instruments in creative ways. Record the composition in 
any way appropriate. Notate music in different ways, using graphic / pictorial notation, video, 
ICT or with formal notation if appropriate.  



4. Continue to musically demonstrate an understanding and use of the interrelated dimensions 
of music as appropriate within this context of creating and making music eg getting louder 
(dynamics), quieter (dynamics), higher (pitch), lower (pitch), faster (tempo), slower (tempo), 
describe the quality of sounds and how they are made (timbre), the layering of sound by using 
different instruments/harmonies etc (texture).  
5. Recognise and musically and/or verbally demonstrate awareness of a link 
between shape and pitch using formal notations.  
  
 

 


